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Why is your house the best house?

Mrs Drury

What makes Austen the best is the students within our house. The students in Austen house are full of life, character
and charm. They work hard and will help each other out when needed. We have students who are working really hard
at becoming ‘Be Kind’ champions too.

What is your favourite food?
I do love pizza and pasta. So anything Italian really. Or seafood, I really love seafood too.

Do you have any hobbies?
I love to swim and read. Lockdown has meant that I can’t go swimming, which I have missed
a lot, but I have had the chance to read some of the many books that have been on my
bookshelves for months now.

What music do you like to listen to?
I will listen to most types of music but Rock is by far my favourite genre. My favourite
bands are Guns N’ Roses, Iron Maiden, Fall Out Boy and Green Day. I also love the music
of Queen, Fleetwood Mac, Linkin Park and Sia.

Favourite book and why?
Ironically is Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen. I first read it when I was 17, during my A-Level English
Literature course and I now read it at least twice a year. I just love the character development of both
Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy. I love the Harry Potter books too and would love to be a student at
Hogwarts.

Favourite film and why?
My favourite films are the Lord Of The Rings trilogy. I first saw these films on my Christmas school
trips when I was in year 8, 9 and 10 and loved them right away. I have lost count of how many times I
have watched them. I can quote whole chunks of the dialogue including the parts in Evlish (the made
up language within that world.) I have been known to watch all 3 films back to back in a single day,
that’s over 10 hours of film. I just love the story, the sets, the music, the costumes, just everything.

Do you have any pets?
Nope, no pets.

Which football or sports team do you support?
I love sports but I have to admit I hate football. I love Rugby, American Football, Formula 1 and Tennis. I support the
Leicester Tigers and Ireland rugby teams. My American Football team is the New England Patriots, with my favourite
player being Julian Edelman.

What’s the best advice you can give to Y6 students starting in September?
Try to remember that you are not the first year group to go through this, we understand how scary it can be so I know
that it is hard but ask for help if you need it. Also tell us if there is something worrying you or bothering you, don’t ever
worry that its silly or only a small thing.

